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Highest Performance - even in hardest Application

MEYER  ROTATOR  DESIGN  360°

The MEYER 360° rotator design features an optimum 

combination of a highly efficient rotating drive, a robust 

design and a unique Dual Brake System designed for 

hardest applications and environmental conditions.

 

 

 

 

2-Component Direct Drive

- Hardened and polished steel worm in interaction  

 with a halved bronze worm gear

- Exact and sensitive positioning

- Longest life

- Lowest service and maintenance requirements

Highest Efficiency and lowest Cost of Ownership

- Optimum efficiency due to highest quality of   

 the surfaces smoothness of the interacting   

 components

- Lowest energy consumption from the lift truck

- Increased number of engaged teeth

- Lower wear and less punctual forces avoid teeth  

 damage

MEYER  ROTATOR  DESIGN  360° 

Hard applications and demanding environmental conditions, e.g. in foundries, in the recycling industry or 

when handling excentrical loads, require the highest product performance level of safety.
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Unique safety features 

MEYER  ROTATOR  DESIGN  360°

Mechanical Disk Brake (spring-loaded) (A)

- Hydraulically vented brake system, runs freely at   

 standard hydraulic pressure level

- Safety System in case of pipe breakage or unfo  

 reseen pressure drop

 

 

Hydraulic Overcenter Valve (B)

- Ensures a continious hydraulic preload of the   

 motor

- Effective slippage prevention

MAXIMUM SAFETY – THE MEYER DUAL BRAKE SYSTEM

The MEYER rotator is the only rotating forklift attachment with a dual and independently operating 

brake system, which protects the attachment against hydraulic malfunctions and overloading.

SAFE AND RELIABLE

For many decades already, the MEYER 360° rotator design has proven itself even in hardest

applications worldwide. Many special executions, e.g. for foundry, fishery and food applications, 

are available.
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www.meyer-world.com
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